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Abstract
The interplay between state negative affect (SNA) and somatic symptoms is well-established in daily
life, but the nature of the association is unclear. Questions remain regarding the role, if any, that
SNA plays apart from trait negative affect (TNA), the direction of the association, and whether the
relationship with SNA varies according to symptom type. Associations between three constellations
of somatic symptoms and SNA were examined in adults (N ¼ 781) queried on eight consecutive
evenings. Inter- and intra-individual variation in temporal and concurrent associations were
examined, with models including both state and trait negative affect. All symptoms were related
to concurrent measures of SNA. Lagged associations varied by symptom type. No lagged analyses
including respiratory symptoms were significant. Prior pain symptoms predicted SNA, and prior
SNA predicted pain and gastrointestinal symptoms. TNA, however, mediated the association
between prior pain symptoms and SNA.
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Introduction
Somatic symptoms motivate health behavior, influence our daily lives, and reflect our
physical well-being. They comprise the majority of adult illness experiences (Merrill &
Verbrugge, 1999), are the number one reason people seek physician care (Stone, 2000),
and are associated with overall quality of daily life (Tveito, Passchier, Duivenvoorden &
Eriksen, 2004). Physicians recognize the utility of somatic symptoms and use them for
diagnostic purposes (Daltroy, Larson, Eaton, Phillips & Liang, 1999; Hughes, Edelman,
Singer & Chang, 1993). Despite their prevalence and importance, however, the ‘‘full
picture of lifetime health is not known, especially about symptoms of daily life’’
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(Verbrugge, 1985, p. 163). For this reason, researchers have examined factors associated
with the experience of somatic symptoms, including affective well-being.
The association between somatic symptoms and affective processes is of both theoretical
and practical importance. Theoretically, researchers disagree as to whether the association
with somatic symptoms is limited to trait negative affect or includes transient affective
experiences as well (Leventhal, Hansell, Diefenbach, Leventhal & Glass, 1996; see
review by Watson & Pennebaker, 1989). On a practical level, both affective well-being
and physical well-being are instrumental to the quality of daily life. In addition, understanding the nature and direction of the association between mood state and somatic
complaints would help patients and therapists identify potential precursors to both somatic
and affective distress.
The current study investigated current and reciprocal lagged associations between daily
reports of somatic symptoms and negative affect in a national sample of adults ranging
from 25 to 74 years-old. The short-term prospective daily diary design – following people
over eight consecutive days – and the inclusion of both stable individual characteristics,
e.g., trait negative affect, as well as daily experiences, i.e., state negative affect and symptom
reports, enabled us to examine both inter- and intra-individual variation within the
association between somatic symptoms and state negative affect.
State negative affect and somatic symptoms: An artefact of trait negative affect?
Researchers disagree as to whether self-reported state negative affect (SNA) and daily
somatic complaints share a unique relationship beyond the influence of underlying trait
negative affect (TNA). Watson and Pennebaker (1989) present evidence that TNA and
SNA share similar relationships with symptom reports among community samples.
According to their symptom perception hypothesis, people scoring high on TNA are
more likely to report high levels of state negative affect and also to ‘‘perceive,
overreact to, and/or complain about minor physical problems and sensations’’ (Watson &
Pennebaker, 1989, p. 249). TNA is highly stable and partially genetically determined
(Pedersen, Plomin, McClearn & Friberg, 1988; see review by McCrae et al., 2000).
By definition, TNA does not fluctuate on a daily basis, and thus daily reports of SNA –
if only representative of TNA – should not covary with daily reports of somatic symptoms.
Other researchers find that SNAs and TNAs are different, albeit overlapping, measures
that each provide unique information (Gross, Sutton & Ketelaar, 1998). Moreover, both
stable characteristics TNA and SNA (measured according to how people feel in the
moment) are important determinants in the experience of somatic symptoms (Cohen
et al., 1995; Leventhal et al., 1996). For example, daily SNA predicts next day’s symptoms
among younger and middle-aged adults (Cohen et al., 1995, but see Larsen & Kasimatis,
1991). A growing literature has examined how psychosocial factors influence subjective
well-being over time, which in turn is linked to health experience (see review by Charles
& Mavandadi, 2003; edited volume by Ryff & Singer, 2001). On the basis of this premise,
we hypothesize that SNA and somatic symptoms would have significant concurrent
relationships and that they would predict each other over time, an influence that is not
solely an artefact of TNA.
Temporal association of SNA and somatic complaints
Experiencing somatic symptoms may lead to greater SNA. Leventhal and his colleagues
discuss bidirectional links between stress and illness experience, but emphasize the direction
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of poor health leading to greater negative affect (Leventhal, Patrick-Miller, Leventhal &
Burns, 1997). This directional model, referred to as the disability hypothesis, maintains
that physical disease, disability, and the discomfort of poor health results in affective distress
(Diefenbach, Leventhal, Leventhal & Patrick-Miller, 1996). Although the disability
hypothesis focuses on illness and disability, somatic symptoms among healthy adults may
produce similar results. Somatic symptoms are often disruptive, and may have lasting
effects on affective well-being. For example, among a sample of young, middle, and older
adults, overall self-reported physical health status predicted current depressive symptoms
three months later (Aneshensel, Frerichs & Huba, 1984; but see Brown & Moskowitz,
1997; Larsen & Kasimatis, 1991).
Another model has been proposed to explain the reverse direction, where negative affect
predicts somatic symptoms. The symptom perception hypothesis states that people high in
TNA are more likely to perceive and report minor somatic symptoms (Watson &
Pennebaker, 1989). This model has been used to explain the association between SNA
and symptoms, but views SNA as representative of underlying TNA. Other research
extends this model to suggest that mood states alone predispose people to focus on internal
physical sensations. Negative mood states have been associated with greater introspection
(e.g., Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987), and people induced into negative mood states report greater
number and severity of physical symptoms than people who have not undergone mood
induction (Croyle & Uretsky, 1987; Salovey & Birnbaum, 1989). Thus, the symptom
perception model may apply to transient mood states as well, although it is unclear whether
negative affect is related to future, as opposed to only current, somatic symptoms.
Type of symptoms. The disability hypothesis specifies that discomfort brought on by
physical health problems leads to negative affect. Therefore, the perception of any symptom, regardless of type, leads to greater negative affect. For this reason, we posited that
all somatic symptoms predict later SNA. The ability of negative affect to predict later
somatic complaints, however, may be contingent on symptom type. SNA has been related
to increases in specific complaints in the research paradigm (e.g., Cohen et al., 1995), but
it is unclear whether this finding will generalize to everyday experience. Symptoms
more overt and easily detected by others may be less influenced by introspection and
rumination compared to more systemic, diffuse symptoms. Thus, we predicted that less
objectively measured symptoms, such as general pain and feelings of gastrointestinal
upset, have a reciprocal association with negative affect, but questioned whether or not
this reciprocal association would hold for more easily observed symptoms, such as
coughs or fever.
The present study
The present study examined concurrent and lagged reciprocal associations between SNA
and three different constellations of symptoms: pain, respiratory/flu, and gastrointestinal
distress. First, we hypothesized that SNA and somatic symptoms would have significant
concurrent relationships, similar to previous findings (e.g., Watson & Pennebaker, 1989).
We also hypothesized that these symptom constellations would have lagged associations
with SNA from one day to the next. Concerning the direction of these associations, we
predicted that for symptoms that are most ambiguous and systemic, i.e. pain and
gastrointestinal upset, a reciprocal lagged association between negative affect and somatic
symptoms exists. For flu and respiratory symptoms – symptoms often more overt and
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specific – we hypothesized that somatic symptoms predict next day’s SNA, and we explored
the ability of SNA to predict next day’s symptoms.
We were also interested in the effect of TNA on these associations. Recognizing the
significant relationship between TNA and symptoms (e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1987;
Johnson, 2003; Watson & Pennebaker, 1989), we hypothesized that people higher on
TNA would report more symptoms overall compared to people lower in TNA (main
effect for TNA). Similarly, based on prior findings correlating TNA and SNA (e.g.,
Charles, Reynolds & Gatz, 2001; Gross et al., 1998), we predicted a significant positive
association between both measures of affect. We further hypothesized that these interrelationships would result in attenuating, but not eliminating, the concurrent and lagged
associations between SNA and symptom report. We also explored whether current and
prior symptoms predicted SNA to a greater extent among those scoring higher in TNA
(moderation of TNA). This exploration was based on findings where people high in
neuroticism were more reactive to stressors (Bolger & Schilling, 1991). We were interested,
therefore, in examining the possibility that people high in TNA may be more reactive
to somatic symptoms as well.
Using an 8-day longitudinal diary method enabled us to conduct lag analysis to capture
an entire week – a temporal structure used by individuals to structure their time and
activities (Almeida & McDonald, 1998; Larsen & Kasimatis, 1991) – for adults spanning
much of the adult age range. A one-day lag is a time frame used previously to understand
daily processes of health and mood (e.g., Affleck, Tennen, Urrows & Higgins, 1991; Bolger,
DeLongis, Kessler & Schilling, 1989; Watson, 1988). By using nightly interviews, we
examined how reports of daily affective well-being (SNA) and somatic reports carry over
to the next day. This prospective diary design allowed for analyses that examine, for
example, whether a person was more likely to report a longer duration of somatic symptoms
after days when he or she reported a longer duration of SNA compared to when he or she
reported a shorter duration SNA. Finally, we included chronic illness as a control variable
to insure that concurrent measures of somatic complaints were not merely reflecting
differences in illness status between participants.
Methods
Sample
The sample was derived from the National Study of Daily Experiences (NSDE), a subset
of participants from the Midlife in the United States Survey (MIDUS). The MIDUS is
a nationally representative telephone-mail survey of 3032 people, aged 25–75 years, carried
out in 1995–1996 (for descriptions of MIDUS, see Keyes & Ryff, 1998; Mroczek & Kolarz,
1998). Of the 1242 randomly chosen MIDUS respondents we attempted to contact, 1031
(562 women, 469 men) agreed to participate in the NSDE, yielding a response rate of 83%.
Over eight consecutive evenings, NSDE respondents completed short telephone interviews
about their daily experiences, with all interviews taking place between March 1996 and
April 1997. Initiation of interview flights was staggered across the day of the week.
Although eight days is not long, intraclass correlations (the proportion of intra-individual
variability to total variability) was 0.54 for negative affect and 0.45 for somatic symptoms,
suggesting that the number of days provides enough intra-individual variability to capture
within-person processes. Nightly interviews risk the possibility that engaging in
self-monitoring may alter the normal fluctuations of daily experience, but this risk is less
than that posed by studies asking for multiple interviews throughout the day (see discussion
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by Tennen, Suls & Affleck, 1991). For a further description of the NSDE, see Almeida,
Wethington & Kessler (2002).
The NSDE subsample had similar demographic characteristics to the MIDUS main
sample, but had a slightly greater percentage of women (54.5% vs 51.5% of the samples,
respectively), higher levels of education (62.3% of the NSDE subsample had at least
13 years of education vs 60.8% of the MIDUS sample), and a smaller percentage of
minority respondents: 90.3% were Caucasian, 5.9% African-American and 3.8% all
other races, vs 87.8% Caucasian, 6.8% African-American, and 4.4% all other races for
the MIDUS sample. Participants averaged 47 years-old, and 38% of the respondents
reported at least one minor living in the household. The average family income was between
$50,000 and $55,000. Men were slightly older than women, had similar levels of education
and were more likely to be married at the time of the study (77% of the women vs 85% of
the men). Respondents for the present analysis were 781 participants who completed at least
7 consecutive interviews, thus eliminating 250 participants who were missing data for at
least one day in between two other study days. This subsample of the NSDE did not
differ from the entire NSDE sample across the aforementioned demographic variables,
nor did they differ from the NSDE sample on the measure of TNA, t(1,779) ¼ 1.34.
Measures
State negative affect (SNA). The SNA measure was limited to symptoms of depression and
anxiety, two emotions commonly used to define negative affect (e.g., Diefenbach et al.,
1996; Leventhal et al., 1996; Mroczek & Kolarz, 1998). A 6-item questionnaire asked
participants how much of the time today did they feel: worthless; hopeless; nervous; restless
or fidgety; that everything was an effort; and so sad that nothing could cheer you up.
Participants rated their response on a 5-point scale from 0 (none of the time), to 4 (all of
the time), and scores were summed across items. Presumably, the longer the duration
of SNA throughout the day, the greater its potential influence on symptom reports. The
scale was developed by Kessler and colleagues (2002) using item response models and
factor analysis, which yielded a single factor structure representing current, general psychological distress (for complete information on the psychometric properties of the scale
including the IRT analysis and validation across subsamples varying in age, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, and geographic location, refer to Kessler et al., 2002). Cronbach’s
alpha ranged from 0.75 to 0.85 across the eight administrations of this scale.
Trait negative affect (TNA). The TNA was assessed in the MIDUS survey using a short
form of neuroticism developed specifically for this survey and validated in pilot
studies (see Lachman & Weaver, 1998). Participants responded to statements asking
them, ‘‘Please indicate how well each of the following describes you’’ from not at all (0),
to a lot (4), and their responses were summed. The adjectives were moody, worrying,
nervous, and calm (reversed scored). Items were derived from other personality scales,
including Goldberg’s (1992) Big Five markers, and has been used in prior research to
document associations between health and affect measures (Lachman & Weaver, 1998;
Mroczek & Kolarz, 1998). Cronbach’s alpha was 0.79.
Daily somatic symptoms. Daily symptoms were measured using a shortened version of
Larsen and Kasimatis’ (1991) physical symptom checklist. For the purpose of this study,
participants were asked about three constellations of symptoms: pain (headaches,
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backaches, and muscle soreness), gastrointestinal symptoms (poor appetite, nausea/upset
stomach, constipation/diarrhea), and flu and respiratory symptoms (e.g., sore throat,
runny nose; fever; chills; congestion). An additional category for ‘‘other’’ physical
symptoms or discomforts was included, and coders blind to the hypotheses coded these
responses ( ¼ 0.80) and, when appropriate, placed them into an existing category. The
constellations of symptoms are the result of a factor analysis of daily symptom reports by
younger adults (Larsen & Kasimatis, 1991) and have been used previously to examine
somatic complaints in adults ranging from 18 to 63 years-old (Brown & Moskowitz, 1997).
We recognize that the labeling of gastrointestinal symptoms as more vague and diffuse,
and the cold, flu and respiratory symptoms as more easily observed and more specific,
is imperfect. Indeed, gastrointestinal symptoms may include vomiting and diarrhea,
symptoms that can be monitored objectively. Similarly, cold, flu and respiratory symptoms
may include symptoms difficult to measure, such as a sore throat with no voice loss, or
symptoms that are more diffuse, such as chills. We, nonetheless, argue that the majority
of transient, daily gastrointestinal and pain symptoms experienced by a non-patient
population are more difficult to quantify by observers or the person who experiences
these symptoms than flu and respiratory symptoms. Every night, respondents indicated
the duration of their symptoms of aches/pain [pain]; gastrointestinal symptoms [GI]; and
flu and respiratory symptoms [resp/flu] over the past 24 h using a 5-point scale anchored
with (0) none of the time and (4) all of the time.
Chronic illness
Chronic illness, assessed in the MIDUS survey, represented an aggregation of 27 physical
conditions for which participants checked as either having (1), or not having (0) (Marmot,
Ryff, Bumpass, Shipley & Marks, 1997). Examples of chronic conditions included in the list
are asthma, bronchitis or emphysema; tuberculosis; diabetes or high blood sugar; high
blood pressure or hypertension; ulcer; migraine headaches; arthritis, rheumatism, other
bone or joint diseases; sciatica, lumbago, recurring backache; persistent skin trouble
(e.g., eczema); thyroid disease; and hay fever. Items were summed and formed a measure
of total number of chronic conditions.
Analyses
The method used to examine the lagged associations between health and affect within
individuals over time was based on a multilevel, or hierarchical linear model (HLM)
(Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992) using SAS estimated by REML. These lagged models are
akin to prospective and prospective change models (Larson & Almeida, 1999) and allow
for an examination of intra-individual variability. For example, the unique effects of a
prior day symptom on current negative affect can be examined above the variance explained
by average levels of SNA and current day symptoms. To exemplify these analyses is the
following model:
SNAit ¼ b0 þ b1 TNAi þ b2 Symptomit þ b3 Symptomit1
þ b5 ðTNAi  Symptomit1 Þ þ ci þ dit ,
where SNAit represents the reported negative affect for respondent i on day t, Symptomit
indicates the symptom report on day t, Symptomit1 indicates the symptom report on
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day t1, TNAi is the amount of TNA reported by respondent i, TNAi  Symptomit1
is respondent i’s score for the interaction effect of TNA and symptom on day t, b1
through b4 are coefficients defining the effects of TNA, symptom, and their interaction
on SNA, ci is random variation in the individuals, and dit is the random variation in the
diary days.
A model where the slope is constrained to be equal across subjects (e.g., where the
strength of the association between SNA and somatic symptoms is the same across all
participants) was compared to one where the slopes are allowed to vary across individuals,
e.g., where the strength of the association varies across individuals (for an explanation, refer
to Bollen, 1989; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992). The model where the slopes varied produced
a better fit for all the models in this article, as did models where the intercepts, e.g.,
mean level of daily symptoms or affect, were allowed to vary. Only the analyses
allowing the slope and intercepts to vary are presented. Within all models, SNA and each
of the somatic symptom measures were standardized around group means to reduce
cross-level (i.e., daily measures vs stable measures) confounding (Kreft & de Leeuw,
1998). This standardization also allows for easier comparisons across beta coefficients.
Covariation between intercepts and slopes in the random portion of the model were
estimated using unstructured error variances that were allowed to correlate with one
another.

Results
Table I presents a description of the study variables averaged for the entire sample across
all of the study days and again only on symptom days (i.e., days when respondents reported
having at least some symptoms) to provide a better understanding of these data. For the
entire sample, participants reported experiencing at least one physical symptom on a
little more than half of the days they were interviewed (55.7% of the total days). Across
the three types of symptoms, they averaged 1.65 (SD ¼ 2.28) on the physical symptom
scale for the days when any symptom was reported. A total of 12% reported no somatic
symptom of any type. People reported at least some SNA on 42.7% (M ¼ 1.73, SD ¼
3.56) of the days they were interviewed. The most frequently endorsed item was nervous
(21% of the study days) and least endorsed item was worthless (4% of study days).

Table I. Description and within-person correlations of daily variables.
All days

Affecta
Pain
Cold/Flu
GI

Within-person correlationsb

Symptom days

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Affect

Pain

Cold/Flu

GI

0.17
0.80
0.30
0.15

(0.36)
(1.17)
(0.84)
(0.57)

0.49
1.93
2.02
1.77

(0.46)
(1.05)
(1.12)
(0.97)

0.30
0.24
0.16
0.20

0.19
0.23
0.13
0.12

0.13
0.13
0.34
0.18

0.17
0.10
0.09
0.27

N ¼ 781.
Affect ¼ state negative affect.
b
Coefficients in bold are the one day lagged auto correlations. Coefficients below the diagonal were calculated using
all study days (N ¼ 5995). Coefficients above the diagonal were calculated using study days when no symptoms
were reported the previous day (N ¼ 2005).
Note. Pain ¼ aches/pain; Cold/Flu ¼ cold, flu, and respiratory symptoms; GI ¼ gastrointestinal distress. These days
were comprised of the weekly interviews from 781 participants.
a
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Table II. Between-persons correlations for the variables used for the hierarchical linear models.

Pain
Cold/Flu
GI
Age
Gender
Chronic illness
TNA

Affect

Pain

Cold/Flu

GI

Age

Gender

Chronic illness

0.41*
0.24*
0.34*
0.10*
0.08*
0.15*
0.29*

0.22*
0.29*
0.02
0.09*
0.21*
0.17*

0.24*
0.04
0.04
0.13*
0.08*

0.12*
0.09*
0.16*
0.15*

0.00
0.11*
0.16*

0.06*
0.11*

0.27*

Note. Cold/flu ¼ cold, flu, and respiratory symptoms; GI ¼ gastrointestinal distress. N ¼ 781. *p < 0.01.

Six percent of the sample reported no SNA, i.e. reporting 0 on all questions about daily
SNA at every time point, and no somatic complaints throughout the study.
Table I also provides the within-person lagged correlations among the study variables
across all of the diary days (below the diagonal) and on study days when no symptoms
were reported on the previous day (the upper diagonal). Correlations were calculated
using a series of bivariate HLMs on within-person standardized scores (i.e., creating z
scores for each person-day based upon his or her daily reports). Coefficients above the
diagonal show more attenuated associations with SNA when controlling for the symptoms
reports of the prior day to provide a picture of the lagged associations free from proximal
influences of the same symptom from the prior day. The diagonal of the matrix indicates
a modest degree of across time autocorrelation among the variables.
Table II provides the between persons associations among the study variables used in the
analyses below for the entire sample across all measurement time points. For the variables
measured more than once, the within-person average across all days was calculated, and this
score was used in the correlation matrix. Demographics were examined in relation to both
symptoms and negative affect for the between-subjects associations. Age, chronic illness
and gender were related to the affect variable, and for this reason they were included
as covariates in the analyses. People who were older reported less negative affect aggregated
across all the time points, but more chronic illnesses. In addition, people with more chronic
illness also reported greater negative affect and more symptoms. Finally, women were
more likely to report greater averaged SNA throughout the day and slightly more somatic
symptoms.
Testing the concurrent and reciprocal association between symptoms and SNA
Pain symptoms and SNA. HLM analyses assessed the temporal relations between state
affect and pain. In the first model, prior day pain was entered into an analysis to predict
current SNA. In a second model, current day pain was also entered to control for the
potential carryover of pain from one day to the next. The first two rows in Table III provide
these results. Both current and prior day pain significantly predicted current SNA. The
coefficient from this model suggests that a unit increase in prior day pain predicts a 0.06
increase in current SNA. In addition, current and prior day pain accounts for 24% of
the Level 1 (i.e., within person) variance in affect.
The Level 2 variables including age, gender, chronic illness and TNA were entered next.
Taken together, these variables accounted for 24% of the Level 2 (i.e., between-persons)
variance in SNA. Importantly, the relationships between both current and prior pain
with current SNA were significant even after the inclusion of these Level 2 variables.
Results indicate that people are more likely to report greater SNA the day after they have
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Table III. HLM results of current and prior day’s somatic symptoms
predicting current SNA.
Outcome: Current state
negative affect (SNA)
B

Standard error

Predictors: Pain
Current day pain
Prior day pain
Proportion of Level 1 variance

0.18**
0.06**
0.24

0.02
0.01

Predictors: Pain (with covariates)
Current day pain
Prior day pain
Gender
Age
Chronic illness
Trait negative affect (TNA)
TNA  Current day pain
TNA  Prior day pain
Proportion of Level 2 variance

0.17**
0.04**
0.02
0.01
0.05*
0.21**
0.08**
0.03*
0.21

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01

Predictors: GI
Current day GI
Prior day GI
Proportion of Level 1 variance
Predictors: GI (with covariates)
Current day GI
Prior day GI
Gender
Age
Chronic illness
Trait negative affect (TNA)
TNA  Current day GI
Proportion of Level 2 variance

0.17**
0.02
0.21

0.03
0.01

0.16**
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.07*
0.21**
0.07*
0.21

0.03
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.03

Predictors: Resp/flu
Current day Resp/flu
Prior day Resp/flu
Proportion of Level 1 variance

0.12**
0.02
0.16

0.02
0.01

0.11**
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.06*
0.24**
0.04*
0.20

0.02
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02

Predictors: Resp/flu (with covariates)
Current day Resp/flu
Prior day Resp/flu
Gender
Age
Chronic illness
Trait negative affect (TNA)
TNA  Current day Resp/flu
Proportion of Level 2 variance

Note. Resp/flu ¼ respiratory and cold/flu symptoms; GI ¼ symptoms of gastrointestinal distress; TNA ¼ trait negative affect. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.0001.
Results are based on the following model:
Level 1: AFFECTit ¼ a0i þ a1i SYMPTOMit1 þ a2i (SYMPTOMit1) þ eit.
Level 2: a0i ¼ B00 þ B01(AGE) þ B02(Gender) þ B03(Chronic Health) þ B04
(Trait Negative Affect) þ di,
a1i ¼ B10 þ B11(AGE) þ B12(Gender) þ B13(Chronic Health) þ B14
(Trait Negative Affect) þ gi.
a2i ¼ B20 þ B21(AGE) þ B22(Gender) þ B23(Chronic Health) þ B24
(Trait Negative Affect) þ gi.
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0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
−0.05

Negative affect

−0.1
−0.15
−0.2

low TNA
high TNA

−0.25
−0.3
−0.35
−0.4
−0.45
−0.5
−0.55
−0.6
−0.65
−0.7
−0.75
−0.8

low

high

Current pain symptoms

Figure 1. The interaction between concurrent trait negative affect and current pain symptoms in predicting state
negative affect. Note. The values of all variables were centered within-person, resulting in Z scores.

experienced pain symptoms even when controlling for current pain and stable demographic
and personality characteristics. People with more chronic illnesses and higher levels
of TNA were also more likely to report SNA. Furthermore, significant interactions
between TNA (Level 2 variable) and current pain (Level 1 variable) as well as prior pain
(Level 1 variable) suggest that the associations between pain symptoms and SNA is stronger
for people with higher levels of TNA. Figure 1 illustrates the shape of this interaction
for current symptoms.
To examine the reverse temporal association, an HLM equation where prior day SNA
predicted current pain symptoms was significant even after the inclusion of current day
SNA, accounting for 18% of the Level 1 variance in pain symptoms (see Table IV).
However, prior SNA was not significant after the inclusion of the Level 2 variables.
People with more chronic illness and higher levels of TNA were more likely to report
symptoms, accounting for 24% of the Level 2 variance. The interaction between TNA
with prior SNA was not significant, revealing that people higher in TNA were not likely
to report greater pain symptoms after experiencing SNA than people low in TNA.

Gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms and SNA. Similar to previous research, GI symptoms
shared a significant concurrent association with SNA and TNA (Tables I and II). In a
test of the hypothesized reciprocal lagged associations, our hypothesis was not confirmed.
Prior day’s GI symptoms did not significantly predict current SNA after including current
day GI symptoms (see Table III). Including the Level 2 variables age, gender, chronic
illnesses, and TNA revealed that people with more chronic illnesses and those high in
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Table IV. HLM results of current and prior day state negative affect (SNA), age, gender, chronic
illness and trait negative affect predicting current somatic symptoms.
Current pain
Outcomes:

B

Current GI

Standard error

B

Current Resp/flu

Standard error

Predictors SNA:
Current day SNA
0.16**
Prior day SNA
0.04*
Proportion of level 1 variance

0.02
0.01
0.18

0.21**
0.08**

0.03
0.02
0.23

Predictors SNA (with covariates):
Current day SNA
0.17**
Prior day SNA
0.01
Gender
0.08*
Age
0.01
Chronic illness
0.16**
Trait negative affect (TNA) 0.09**
Proportion of level 2 variance

0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.21

0.20**
0.07*
0.11**
0.01
0.12*
0.03

0.06
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.27

B

Standard error

0.10**
0.01

0.09*
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.10*
0.02

0.04
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.04

Note. SNA ¼ state negative affect; TNA ¼ trait negative affect. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.0001. Results are
based on the following model:
Level 1: SYMPTOMit ¼ a0i þ a1i (AFFECTit) þ a2i (AFFECTit1) þ eit.
Level 2: a0i ¼ B00 þ B01(AGE) þ B02(Gender) þ B03(Chronic Health) þ B04(Trait Negative Affect)
þ di,
a1i ¼ B10 þ B11(AGE) þ B12(Gender) þ B13(Chronic Health) þ B14(Trait Negative Affect)
þ gi.

TNA were more likely to report SNA. The interaction between TNA and GI symptoms
was significant, revealing that the association between current GI symptoms and current
SNA is stronger for people high in TNA. The shape of the interaction is the same as that
for pain, illustrated in Figure 1.
In the reverse direction, however, prior day’s SNA predicted GI symptoms alone, after
the inclusion of current day’s SNA, and after the inclusion of the Level 2 variables
(see Table IV). Women and respondents with more chronic illness also reported more
GI symptoms. Interestingly, both current and prior day SNA predicted GI distress, but
TNA was not significant (B ¼ 0.02), and the test of moderation of TNA was not significant.
Cold, respiratory and flu symptoms [resp/flu] and SNA. Resp/flu symptoms shared a concurrent association with both SNA and TNA (Tables I and II). Prior day’s resp/flu symptoms
did not, however, predict SNA after current day’s cold and flu symptoms were entered in
the analysis (Table III). Similar to the other symptoms, TNA again moderated the current
resp/flu symptom and affect association in the same manner as displayed in Figure 1, where
those high in TNA had an even stronger association between current resp/flu symptoms
and SNA.
Unlike the more ambiguous pain and GI symptoms, resp/flu symptoms were not
predicted by prior SNA in an investigation of the reverse direction (Table IV). Results
indicate that people are more likely to report greater SNA on the day they have experienced
resp/flu symptoms but there is no evidence for across day associations. TNA did not
moderate this concurrent relationship.
Comparing across symptom constellations. Of the three symptom constellations, only prior
pain predicted current negative affect (see Table III). To compare the strengths of the
lagged associations with SNA between symptoms, the standardized beta weights for each
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symptom from each analysis underwent a Fisher r-to-z transformation and then were
compared using an analysis recommended by Meng, Rosenthal and Rubin (1992). The
coefficient for prior day pain was significantly greater than the coefficient for GI symptoms,
Z ¼ 2.31, p < 0.01, and resp/flu symptoms, Z ¼ 2.35, p < 0.01. When the additional
covariates were entered in the analysis of pain predicting SNA, the standardized beta
weight was still significant (B ¼ 0.04), but it was no longer significantly different from
those of either GI distress, Z ¼ 1.15, or resp/flu symptoms, Z ¼ 0.90.
For the ability of prior SNA to predict current symptoms, initial models with only prior
and current SNA predicting symptoms revealed that prior day SNA significantly predicted
GI symptoms (B ¼ 0.08) and pain symptoms (B ¼ 0.04), but not resp/flu symptoms
(B ¼ 0.01). Comparing across these beta coefficients, prior day SNA predicted GI
symptoms to a significantly greater degree than it did for pain, Z ¼ 2.31, p < 0.01, and
resp/flu symptoms, Z ¼ 4.23, p < 0.01. After the covariates were entered, prior day SNA
significantly predicted GI symptoms (B ¼ 0.07), but not pain (B ¼ 0.04) or resp/flu
symptoms (B ¼ 0.01). In addition, the association between prior day SNA and GI
symptoms was significantly greater than that of prior SNA predicting either pain,
Z ¼ 3.46, p < 0.01, or resp/flu, Z ¼ 3.63, p < 0.01.

Discussion
Researchers have studied temporal relationships between affect variables and health status
in studies assessing levels of functional impairment (e.g., Lieberman et al., 1999) and
chronic pain (e.g. Affleck, Tennen, Urrows & Higgins, 1994) among patient populations.
We were interested in examining these associations among healthy adults to examine
how seemingly transient experiences of health and affective well-being may have a greater
effect on daily life than their definitions imply. Only a handful of studies have examined
causal directions in the symptom/affect relationship among relatively healthy adults, and
few of these have tested both directions simultaneously or looked at different types of
symptoms in the same study (Larsen & Kasimatis, 1991). In the present study, we
examined concurrent and day-to-day lagged reciprocal associations between SNA and
three constellations of symptom reports. As hypothesized, all symptom groups were related
to concurrent measures of SNA. We further hypothesized that lagged associations would
exist, and we made specific hypotheses concerning the direction of the lagged associations
based on symptom type. Associations between SNA and symptoms did vary by symptom
type, yet these differences were only partially consistent with the hypotheses.
Prior day symptoms influencing current day SNA. Based on the disability hypothesis, we
predicted that prior day symptoms, regardless of type, would lead to greater frequency of
current SNA. This hypothesis was confirmed only for pain symptoms. Greater duration
of pain on the prior day predicted greater reports of SNA, a significant finding, albeit
attenuated, after controlling for TNA. No other symptom constellation, i.e. GI or cold/
flu, showed the same effect. These results suggest that more transient experiences of pain
exert prolonged effects on SNA, and more so than other symptom types. Pain may be a
symptom that people remember more strongly, and more negatively, than other
symptoms, and hence its lagged effect on SNA.
Alternative explanations using physiological mechanisms are speculative, given the
absence of physiological data in this study. One possibility is that neurobiological processes
shared by both pain and emotion experiences are influenced by the pain experience
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(e.g., O’Regan & Clow, 2004). Physical resources have been depleted as a result of the pain
experience, and emotional experience may suffer as a result (for a detailed description of this
hypothesis, refer to Leventhal et al., 1997). Affect is included in pain’s definition
(International Association for the Study of Pain, 1986), and therefore pain may influence
emotional experience to a greater extent than other types of symptoms.
Prior day SNA influencing current day symptoms. We had hypothesized, based on the
symptom perception hypothesis, that more ambiguous symptoms would be predicted by
prior day SNA, but not more overt symptoms. Pain and GI symptoms are symptoms
that are largely determined by subjective ratings, both include diffuse, ambiguous
symptoms, and in this study, both were associated with concurrent SNA and with TNA.
Intra-individual variation revealed that prior day SNA predicted GI symptoms and pain
symptoms, although pain was not significant once TNA was entered. Findings from the
present study suggest that the symptom perception hypothesis can be applied to the effects
of both concurrent and lagged SNA on GI symptoms and pain. Moreover, TNA was not
significant in the model with GI symptoms, underscoring the importance of SNA for this
particular symptom constellation. Findings including the GI symptoms are consistent
with those of Leventhal and colleagues (1996), showing that SNA – measured by asking
people how they feel in the moment –, predicted somatic complaints six months later in
a sample of older adults and was a greater predictor than TNA. Findings are also consistent
to those of Brown and Moskowitz (1997) who found that prior SNA, but not TNA,
predicted later symptom reports throughout the course of the day. Similar to our results,
Brown and Moskowitz (1997) also found very small effects, but noted that they were similar
to the effect size of other established risk factors of physical conditions studied in health
psychology, such as cigarette smoking.
For the more specific, and often less ambiguous, symptoms of resp/flu, prior SNA was
not a significant predictor. Perhaps the reliance on more easily measured criteria, such as
number of coughs or amount of nasal discharge, provides a greater protection against
transient SNA influencing symptom amplification (as would be hypothesized by the
symptom perception hypothesis).
Again, any explanations regarding physiological processes are not addressed in this study.
Nonetheless, possible explanations should be considered. The psychosomatic hypothesis
predicts a causal link between the experience of affective distress and somatic symptoms.
Scientists proposing this hypothesis have suggested that stressful situations and negative
emotional experiences produce physiological changes that predispose people to chronic
illnesses or exacerbate existing conditions (see review by Friedman & Booth-Kewley,
1987). Studies have found that negative mood is associated with sympathetic nervous
system activation (e.g., Levenson, 1992) and changes in immune functioning (e.g.,
Futterman, Kemeny, Shapiro, Polonsly & Fahey, 1992; see review by Herbert & Cohen,
1993). Across much longer lag times, younger, middle-aged, and older participants with
initially high depressive mood scores were more likely to report having experienced physical
illness episodes in the intervening three months compared to those with lower scores
(Aneshensel et al., 1984). It is unclear whether physiological changes would have rapid
effects that cause fluctuations in symptoms from day to day. Again, the absence of
physiological data in this study leaves the psychosomatic hypothesis an untested possibility.
The role of TNA. As hypothesized, TNA positively correlated with somatic complaints,
consistent with prior research (e.g., Watson & Pennebaker, 1989), and with SNA, again
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consistent with prior research (Gross et al., 1998; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1991). Furthermore,
the findings that TNA eliminated the association between prior SNA and pain symptoms is
similar to the findings of Affleck, Tennen, Urrows and Higgins (1992), who reported that
TNA reduced the association between daily pain and mood reports among people
with rheumatoid arthritis. Regarding moderating effects, people with higher TNA who
experienced any somatic complaints were more likely to report greater concurrent SNA
compared to those with lower TNA. In other studies, people higher in TNA reacted
more strongly to negative events (e.g., Bolger & Schilling, 1991; Gross et al., 1998) and
the current findings suggest that this phenomenon can be applied to the immediate
experience of somatic symptoms as well.
In contrast, Larsen and Kasimatis (1991) found no influence of TNA in the
association between the frequency of reporting somatic symptoms and SNA. They used
a younger sample, and the role of TNA with somatic symptoms and affect may
change with age. Middle-age is a time when the onset of chronic diseases and life
threatening conditions are more likely to occur. Therefore, a person who scores high
on TNA may not focus their worries on somatic symptoms when they are younger;
but, at an older age, this same person may view physical symptoms with more anxiety and
concern – a forewarning of an impending health threat. Interestingly, TNA did not
interact with SNA to predict greater symptom reporting, similar to findings from
a study examining people with a chronic pain condition (Affleck et al., 1992).

Strengths and limitations. Clearly, questions remain regarding the relationship between
SNA and somatic complaints. Regarding measurement issues, these questions were
self-reported and subject to potential response biases and inaccuracies that may be
influencing the associations. In addition, this study focused on the phenomenology
of symptoms and negative affect, and not actual illness. Questions regarding
possible physiological mechanisms connecting TNA and SNA to these symptoms, as
posited in theories of psychosomatic illnesses (see review by Friedman & Booth-Kewley,
1987; Leventhal et al., 1997), will have to be explored in future studies. In addition,
by focusing on the affective symptoms of depression and anxiety, other negative
emotions implicated in prior health research, specifically shame and anger/hostility,
were not included. Furthermore, somatic symptoms were confined to responses
from three broad questions, and greater sensitivity to types of illness would allow
for more refined analyses. These limitations were the byproduct of the use of
telephone interviews, as opposed to larger surveys or medical examinations. Telephone
interviews allowed us to ask open-ended questions to increase the probability that any
somatic symptom experienced would be documented. In addition, the telephone paradigm
allowed us to use a large, national sample to study naturally occurring symptoms and SNA.
Using a sample with naturally occurring symptoms meant that not all symptoms were
experienced by everyone – a problem that limited power – but increased the generalizability
of the findings.
Other limiting factors concern having only 8 days of measurement, which increases
the problems of multicollinearity among the daily measures. This multicollinearity limited
us to examining one-day lags. Different symptoms may have longer lags, not tested in
this current study. Despite the one-day lag limitation, including prior SNA and current
SNA in the same analysis led to a stringent test of the unique effects of prior SNA,
which protected against overestimating potential effects (Type I errors). The disadvantage
of having a limited number of days was offset by the large sample size, thus allowing us
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to examine potential covariates and interacting factors, such as TNA. In addition, the use of
a large national sample was an advantage over relying on reports of somatic complaints from
small convenience samples, e.g. college students.
Implications. The focus of the article is predominantly theoretical and suggests avenues
for future research into understanding associations between SNA and different types of
somatic symptoms. The SNA/symptom relationship, however, has implications for
practitioners as well. Further studies have to examine this question more thoroughly
before concrete suggestions can be made to patients regarding their transient, somatic
complaints. At this time, we tentatively speculate that clinicians working with people who
experience transient pain can help clients understand that daily symptoms of pain may
influence their current and later SNA. Therefore, after first identifying and medically
treating the possible causes of somatic complaints, people may benefit from learning how
to distract themselves from these symptoms to reduce SNA. In addition, helping people
identify their GI symptoms and quantify them may also help to attenuate or even eliminate
the spillover effects of symptoms on SNA from one day to the other.
Conclusion
The current study examined the question of how affects – SNA and TNA – each
contribute to daily somatic complaints. Examining these influences yields a complex
relationship. All symptoms are not the same, nor do they have a similar
relationship with SNA. In the argument for whether or not feelings influence perception
of somatic symptoms or vice versa, the answer is that the predictive power of each factor
depends on the somatic symptoms measured. One model cannot explain all associations,
as patterns vary according to the type of emotional experience examined – either SNA
or TNA – as well as the constellation of symptoms studied. For all symptoms, daily
symptom reports correlated with daily negative affects. These findings suggest that
even minor daily complaints create a spillover effect into the affective experience of
their daily lives. For lagged associations between daily negative affect and somatic
complaints, findings depend on the types of symptoms rather than aggregated overall
symptom reports. By examining these daily processes, we are slowly gaining new
information into the associations between daily perceived experiences of both physical
and affective well-being.
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